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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Traditionally, the Marchenko equation forms a basis for 1-D inverse scattering problems. A 3-D extension of the Marchenko equation enables the retrieval of the Green’s response to a virtual source in the subsurface from reflection measurements at the Earth’s surface. This constitutes an important step beyond seismic interferometry. Whereas seismic interferometry requires a receiver at the position of the virtual source, for the Marchenko scheme it suffices to have sources and receivers at the surface only. The underlying assumptions are that the medium is lossless and that an estimate of the direct arrivals of the Green’s function is available. The Green’s function retrieved with the 3-D Marchenko scheme contains accurate internal multiples of the inhomogeneous subsurface. Using source-receiver reciprocity, the retrieved Green’s function can be interpreted as the response to sources at the surface, observed by a virtual receiver in the subsurface. By decomposing the 3-D Marchenko equation, the response at the virtual receiver can be decomposed into a downgoing and an upgoing field. By deconvolving the retrieved upgoing field with the downgoing field, a reflection response is obtained, with virtual sources and virtual receivers in the subsurface. This redatumed reflection response is free of spurious events related to internal multiples in the overburden. The redatumed reflection response forms the basis for obtaining an image of a target zone. An important feature is that spurious reflections in the target zone are suppressed, without the need to resolve first the reflection properties of the overburden.
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\textbf{INTRODUCTION}

The Marchenko equation has since long been used by mathematical physicists as a basis for 1-D inverse scattering theory (Marchenko, 1955; Lamb, 1980; Burridge, 1980; Ge, 1987; Chadan and Sabatier, 1989). It relates the reflection response, measured on one side of a lossless 1-D medium, to a field inside that medium, which, in turn, is related to the scattering potential in the medium. Inverse scattering methods derived from the Marchenko equation fully account for internal multiple scattering. Recently, Broggni and Snieder (2012) discussed an interesting link between the Marchenko equation and seismic interferometry. They showed that, by using the Marchenko equation, the Green’s function between an arbitrary virtual-source position inside the 1-D medium and a receiver at the surface can be retrieved from the reflection response measured at the surface of that medium. This constitutes an important step beyond seismic interferometry. To retrieve a Green’s function with seismic interferometry, the 1-D medium should be illuminated from both sides and a physical receiver should be present inside the medium, at the position of the virtual source. For example, the 1-D version of the virtual-source method proposed by Bakulin and Calvert (2006) requires a receiver in a borehole, illuminated from above and below Curtis et al. (2006); the fact that in practice the illumination occurs only from above implies that the retrieved Green’s function contains spurious multiples Snieder et al. (2006). In contrast to this, the scheme proposed by Broggni and Snieder (2012) requires no physical receivers inside the medium, and
illumination from one side suffices. Nevertheless, the retrieved Green’s function contains accurate internal multiple reflections. A restriction is that the virtual-source position is not defined in depth but in one-way traveltime. Hence, whereas the Green’s function is retrieved from the reflection response alone (i.e., without any knowledge about the medium), determining the position of the virtual source requires velocity information to perform time-depth conversion (a smooth velocity model usually suffices for this purpose).

We have recently extended the 1-D approach of Broggni and Snieder (2012) to three dimensions Wapenaar et al. (2012, 2014). To this end we derived a 3-D Marchenko equation, which relates the reflection response at the surface of a lossless 3-D inhomogeneous medium to a field inside that medium. This field is called the “focusing function”. It is obtained from the reflection response by solving the 3-D Marchenko equation via an iterative procedure. Subsequently, the Green’s function between a virtual source inside the medium and receivers at the surface is retrieved from the reflection response and the focusing function. Assuming the reflection response at the surface is well sampled, this recovered Green’s function properly contains the internal multiples of the 3-D inhomogeneous medium. As in the 1-D case, no physical receiver is required at the position of the virtual source. Apart from the reflection response at the surface, the method requires an estimate of the direct arrivals (including triplications in case of multipathing) between the virtual-source position and the receivers at the surface. This requirement replaces the need for time-depth conversion in the 1-D scheme.

In this paper we briefly review the 3-D Marchenko equation and the method for retrieving the Green’s function from the reflection response at the surface and an estimate of the direct arrivals. We interpret the retrieved Green’s function as the response to sources at the surface, observed by a virtual receiver in the subsurface (which, via reciprocity, is the same as the response to a virtual source in the subsurface, observed by receivers at the surface). Next we discuss decomposition of the Marchenko equation and show how this can be used to retrieve the downgoing and upgoing parts of the Green’s function at a virtual receiver in the subsurface, in response to sources at the surface. These retrieved downgoing and upgoing Green’s functions in the subsurface form the basis for redatuming and imaging. Unlike standard redatuming and imaging, which uses approximations of the downgoing and upgoing wave fields in the subsurface, our new method uses true downgoing and upgoing wave fields (i.e., Green’s functions, including accurate internal multiple reflections). This implies that the internal multiples contribute to imaging the reflectivity and that the obtained image will be free of spurious events related to the internal multiples. We illustrate this with some simple examples. In a companion paper Broggni et al. (2014) we discuss various aspects of this new imaging approach in more detail, including its sensitivity to errors in the estimated direct arrivals.

GREEN’S FUNCTIONS AND FOCUSING FUNCTIONS

We start by reviewing Green’s functions, focusing functions, and their mutual relations in a 3-D inhomogeneous medium (the details of the derivation are given in Appendix A). Consider the configuration depicted in Figure 1. It consists of a 3-D inhomogeneous lossless half-space below a transparent boundary $\partial D_0$ and a homogeneous half-space above that boundary. Spatial coordinates are denoted as $x = (x_1, x_2, x_3)$, with $x_3$ positive in the lower half-space and negative in the upper half-space. Boundary $\partial D_0$ is defined as $x_3 = x_3, 0 = 0$. For convenience, coordinates at $\partial D_0$ are denoted as $x_0 = (x_{0i}, x_3, 0)$, with $x_{0i} = (x_1, x_2)$. Similarly, coordinates at an arbitrary depth level $\partial D_i$ are denoted as $x_i = (x_{0i}, x_3, i)$, where $x_{3, i}$ denotes the depth of $\partial D_i$.

Green’s functions

We define the Green’s function $G(x, x''_0, t)$ as the causal solution of the scalar wave equation in the actual inhomogeneous medium, with a source at $x''_0$, according to

$$\rho \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla G \right) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 G}{\partial t^2} = -\rho \delta(x - x''_0) \frac{\partial \delta(t)}{\partial t}. \quad (1)$$

Here $c = c(x)$ and $\rho = \rho(x)$ are the propagation velocity and mass density of the inhomogeneous medium and $t$ denotes time. Defined in this way, the Green’s function $G(x, x''_0, t)$ is the response (in terms of acoustic pressure) to an impulsive point source of volume injection rate at $x''_0$, observed at $x$ (de Hoop, 1995). In the following, $x''_0$ is chosen just above $\partial D_0$, see Figure 1. Hence, $x''_0 = (x''_{0i}, x_3, 0 - \epsilon)$, with $\epsilon \rightarrow 0$. The Green’s function is decomposed into downgoing and upgoing fields, which are mutually coupled by the inhomogeneities of the medium below $\partial D_0$. The downgoing and upgoing
components at observation point \( x \) are represented by \( G^+(x, x''_0, t) \) and \( G^-(x, x''_0, t) \), respectively. Assuming the one-way wave fields are pressure-normalized, the two-way Green’s function is simply defined as the superposition of the downgoing and upgoing fields, according to

\[
G(x, x''_0, t) = G^+(x, x''_0, t) + G^-(x, x''_0, t),
\]

for any \( x \) at or below \( \partial D_0 \).

The vertical derivative of the downgoing Green’s function at \( \partial D_0 \) (just below the source point) is given by

\[
\partial_3 G^+(x, x''_0, t)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}} = -\frac{1}{2} \rho(x''_0) \delta(x_H - x''_0) \frac{\partial \delta(t)}{\partial t},
\]

where \( \partial_3 \) stands for \( \partial/\partial x_3 \). The vertical derivative of the upgoing Green’s function at \( \partial D_0 \) is related to the pressure-normalized reflection response of the inhomogeneous medium below \( \partial D_0 \), according to

\[
\partial_3 G^-(x, x''_0, t)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho(x_0) \frac{\partial R^-(x''_0, x_0, t)}{\partial t}.
\]

(Appendix A, equation A-6). Here the superscript \( \cup \) denotes that \( R^-(x''_0, x_0, t) \) is the reflection response to downgoing waves of the medium below depth level \( x_{3,0} \). This is to be distinguished from \( R^-(x'_i, x_j, t) \), introduced in the section “Imaging from below”, which is the reflection response to upgoing waves of the medium above depth level \( x_{3,j} \).

**Focusing functions**

Next we define so-called focusing functions in a reference configuration, see Figure 2 (Wapenaar et al., 2014; Slob et al., 2014). The reference medium is identical to the actual medium above depth level \( \partial D_i \), and reflection-free below this depth level. First consider the focusing function \( f_1(x, x'_i, t) \) in Figure 2a. Here \( x'_i = (x'_i, x_{3,i}) \) denotes a focal point at lateral position \( x''_i \) anywhere on \( \partial D_i \), whereas \( x \) represents an observation point anywhere in the medium. Analogous to equation 2, the focusing function is written as the superposition of (mutually coupled) pressure-normalized downgoing and upgoing components at observation point \( x \), according to

\[
f_1(x, x'_i, t) = f^+_i(x, x'_i, t) + f^-_i(x, x'_i, t).
\]

The focusing function \( f_1(x, x'_i, t) \) is defined such that it focuses at \( x_H = x''_i \) at depth level \( \partial D_i \) and continues as a diverging downgoing field \( f^+_i(x, x'_i, t) \) into the reflection-free reference half-space \( x_3 \geq x_{3,i} \). Formally, the focusing condition is defined as (analogous to equation 3)

\[
\partial_3 f^+_i(x, x'_i, t)|_{x_3 = x_{3,i}} = -\frac{1}{2} \rho(x'_i) \delta(x_H - x''_i) \frac{\partial \delta(t)}{\partial t}.
\]

Similarly, the focusing function \( f_2(x, x''_0, t) \) in Figure 2b is defined as a superposition of downgoing and upgoing components, according to

\[
f_2(x, x''_0, t) = f^+_2(x, x''_0, t) + f^-_2(x, x''_0, t).
\]

It focuses at \( x_H = x''_0 \) at depth level \( \partial D_0 \) and continues as a diverging upgoing field \( f^-_2(x, x''_0, t) \) into the homogeneous half-space \( x_3 \leq x_{3,0} \). This condition is formally defined as

\[
\partial_3 f^+_2(x, x''_0, t)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}} = \frac{1}{2} \rho(x''_0) \delta(x_H - x''_0) \frac{\partial \delta(t)}{\partial t}.
\]

To avoid unstable behavior of the focusing functions, evanescent waves are excluded. This implies that the spatial delta functions in equations 6 and 8 should be interpreted in a band-limited sense, see also the example in the next section. This band-limitation of the focusing function is the same as that of standard migration schemes. It imposes a limit to the maximum obtainable spatial resolution Berkhout and van Wulfften Palthe (1979).

**Example of a focusing function**

To provide some insight in the properties of the focusing functions, here we present a somewhat intuitive preview of the focusing function \( f^+_i(x, x'_i, t) \) (the derivation is discussed later). Figure 3a shows a 2-D inhomogeneous subsurface model (the different colors represent different propagation velocities). The red rays represent a wave field emitted from the surface \( \partial D_0 \) into the subsurface, with the aim to focus at \( x'_i \) at \( \partial D_i \) and at \( t = 0 \). The initial estimate of this focusing wave field at \( \partial D_0 \), \( f^+_i(x_0, x'_i, t) \), is obtained by time-reverting the
Figure 3. Illustration of the initial estimate of the focusing function \( f^+_1(x, x', t) \). (a) 2-D inhomogeneous subsurface model. The red rays represent an initial estimate of the focusing function. (b) Initial estimate of the focusing function at \( \partial D_0 \). (c) Its response at \( \partial D_i \). (d) Ray diagram, in which the red dashed lines crossing \( \partial D_i \) explain the undesired events at positive times in Figure c. (Red and blue rays represent downgoing and upgoing waves, respectively).

The response at \( \partial D_0 \) to a point source at \( x' \). It is shown in grey-level display in Figure 3b. We let this initial estimate propagate through the medium and evaluate its response at \( \partial D_i \). Its vertical derivative at \( \partial D_i \) (conform equation 6) is shown in Figure 3c. We observe a focus at the lateral position of the point source at \( t = 0 \) and a number of events at positive times. Note that the display in Figure 3c is clipped to enhance these events; as a consequence the artefacts of the focus around \( t = 0 \) are also enhanced. The events at positive times are a result of multiple reflections, see Figure 3d. These extra arrivals violate the focusing condition of equation 6, which states that \( \partial_t f^+_1(x, x', t) \) evaluated at \( \partial D_i \) should reveal a focus only.

Figure 4a shows a ray diagram (in red) of the actual focusing wave field \( f^+_1(x, x', t) \). The blue rays represent the reflected field \( f^-_1(x, x', t) \). The additional red rays reach the interfaces at the same time as the upgoing blue rays, in such a way that they compensate for the downward reflected red rays in Figure 3d. Figure 4b shows the actual focusing wave field at \( \partial D_0 \) and Figure 4c the vertical derivative of its response at \( \partial D_i \). Note that in the latter figure there are no undesired events at positive times; only the focus remains. The same clipping factor has been applied as in Figure 3c, hence, the focusing artefacts are again enhanced. The inset in Figure 4c shows a cross-section of the focus at the central frequency (20 Hz). It is approximately a sinc-function, with the zero-crossings of the main lobe separated 125 m, which is close to \( \lambda / \sin \alpha_{\text{max}} \), where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength (2300/20 =115 m) and \( \alpha_{\text{max}} \) the maximum propagation angle (64 degrees). This confirms that the focus represents a spatially band-limited delta-function (resulting from the absence of evanescent waves and large angles of incidence).

We emphasize that, although in this example we propagated the focusing function through the exact subsurface model in order to evaluate its focusing properties, we do not need this exact model to estimate the focusing function. We show later that the focusing functions can be derived from the measured reflection response at the surface and an estimate of the direct arrivals between the focus position and the receivers at the surface. For the estimation of the direct arrivals, a smooth subsurface model suffices.
Relations between Green’s functions and focusing functions

At depth levels $\partial \Omega_0$ and $\partial \Omega_1$, the one-way focusing functions are mutually related, according to

$$f_1^+(x'_i, x'_i', t) = f_2^-(x'_i, x''_0, t)$$

(9)

and

$$-f_2^-(x'_i, x'_i', -t) = f_2^+(x'_i, x'_{0}, t),$$

(10)

respectively (Appendix A, equations A-9 and A-10). The one-way Green’s functions at depth level $\partial \Omega_0$ (Figure 1), the focusing functions $f_1^+$ at depth level $\partial \Omega_0$ (Figure 2a), and the reflection response at depth level $\partial \Omega_0$ are mutually related via

$$G^-(x'_i, x''_0, t) = \int_{\partial \Omega_0} dx_0 \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^i(x''_0, x_0, t-t')f_1^+(x_0, x'_i, t')dt' - f_2^-(x''_0, x'_i, t)$$

(11)

and

$$G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t) = -\int_{\partial \Omega_0} dx_0 \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^i(x''_0, x_0, t-t')f_2^+(x_0, x'_i, t')dt' + f_1^+(x''_0, x'_i, -t).$$

(12)

see Appendix A, equations A-11 and A-12. The upper integration limit of the time integral ($t' = t$) follows from the causality of the reflection response. Adding the left- and right-hand sides of these expressions, using equations 2, 7, 9 and 10, we obtain

$$G(x'_i, x''_0, t) = \int_{\partial \Omega_0} dx_0 \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^i(x''_0, x_0, t-t')f_2(x_0, x'_i, t')dt' + f_2(x'_i, x''_0, -t).$$

(13)

This equation relates the Green’s function $G(x'_i, x''_0, t)$, with $x'_i$ in the subsurface, to the reflection response $R^i(x''_0, x_0, t)$, measured at the surface, and the focusing function $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$. In the next section we show that $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ can be derived from the reflection response and the direct arrival $G_d(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ of the Green’s function. Together with equation 13 this implies that the full Green’s function $G(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ is retrieved from its direct arrival and the reflection response at the surface.

GREEN’S FUNCTION RETRIEVAL

Marchenko equation

Equation 13 is the starting point for deriving the 3-D Marchenko equation. Because of causality, the left-hand side is zero before the first arrival of the Green’s function. Hence

$$0 = \int_{\partial \Omega_0} dx_0 \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^i(x''_0, x_0, t-t')f_2(x'_i, x_0, t')dt' + f_2(x'_i, x''_0, -t), \quad \text{for} \quad t < t_d(x'_i, x''_0),$$

(14)

where $t_d(x'_i, x''_0)$ denotes the traveltime of the first arrival of $G(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ (in case of a triplicated wave, $t_d(x'_i, x''_0)$ is the traveltime of the first onset). By convolving equation 14 with an arbitrary symmetric function $b(t)$, it follows that when $f_2$ is a solution, then so is the convolution of $f_2$ with $b(t)$. This means that this equation has no unique solution for $f_2$. To constrain the solution, we assume that $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ can be written as a direct wave followed by a scattering coda, analogous to the 1-D case Lamb (1980). If the direct wave is known, then solving equation 14 reduces to solving the scattering coda. Before we define the direct wave of $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$, we first note that its upgoing part equals the inverse of the transmission response of the medium between $\partial \Omega_0$ and $\partial \Omega_1$, according to

$$f_2^+(x'_i, x''_0, t) = T_{\text{inv}}^{\text{iii}}(x'_i, x''_0, t),$$

(15)

see Appendix A, in particular equation A-14. Since $f_2^+(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ is the field that is incident to the reference configuration (see Figure 2b), its direct wave is also the direct wave of $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$. Therefore we write

$$f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t) = T_{\text{d}}^{\text{inv}}(x'_i, x''_0, t) + M(x'_i, x''_0, t),$$

(16)

where $T_{\text{d}}^{\text{inv}}(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ is the direct arrival of the inverse of the transmission response (including possible triplications due to multipathing). Its arrival time is $-t_d(x'_i, x''_0)$ (possible triplications in $T_{\text{d}}^{\text{inv}}(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ arrive before this time). $M(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ is the scattering coda which follows the direct arrival, with

$$M(x'_i, x''_0, t) = 0, \quad \text{for} \quad t \leq -t_d(x'_i, x''_0).$$

(17)
The transmission response $T(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ is related in a specific way to the Green’s function of the medium between $\partial D_0$ and $\partial D_1$ (see equations A-13 and A-15 in Appendix A). It is often sufficient to approximate the direct arrival of its inverse by

$$T_d^{inv}(x'_i, x''_0, t) \approx G_d(x'_i, x''_0, -t), \quad (18)$$

where $G_d(x'_i, x''_0, -t)$ is the time-reversal of the direct arrival of the Green’s function (including possible triplications). This approximation mainly implies that transmission losses at the interfaces are ignored Wapenaar and Berkhourt (1989). In the following derivation we continue with $T_d^{inv}(x'_i, x''_0, t)$, but in the numerical examples we will approximate it by $G_d(x'_i, x''_0, -t)$.

By expressing $f_2$ as a direct wave, followed by a causal scattering coda (equations 16 and 17), we tacitly assumed that the first arriving wave is the direct wave. In the following we call this the “direct-wave assumption.” This assumption is not always fulfilled. For example, at large horizontal distances the first arriving wave may be a refracted wave. The conditions for the direct-wave assumption need further investigation. The following analysis is limited to situations for which this assumption is valid, for example, for finite horizontal distances in layered media with moderately curved interfaces.

Substituting equation 16 into 14, using the causality condition 17, yields the 3-D Marchenko equation

$$\int_{\partial D_0} dx_0 \int_{-\infty}^{-t_d(x'_i, x_0)} R^{ij}(x'_0, x_0, t - t')T_d^{inv}(x'_i, x'_0, t')dt'$$

$$+ \int_{\partial D_0} dx_0 \int_{-t_d(x'_i, x_0)}^{t} R^{ij}(x'_0, x_0, t - t')M(x'_i, x_0, t')dt' + M(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = 0, \quad \text{for} \quad t < t_d(x'_i, x''_0), \quad (19)$$

with $t_d(x'_i, x_0) = t_d(x'_i, x_0) - \epsilon$, where $\epsilon$ is a small positive constant (introduced so that the direct arrival is included in the first integral). The Marchenko equation is solved for $M(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ by the following iterative scheme

$$M_k(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = M_0(x'_i, x''_0, -t) - \int_{\partial D_0} dx_0 \int_{-t_d(x'_i, x_0)}^{t} R^{ij}(x'_0, x_0, t - t')M_{k-1}(x'_i, x'_0, t')dt',$$

$$\text{with} \quad M_0(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = -\int_{\partial D_0} dx_0 \int_{-t_d(x'_i, x_0)}^{t} R^{ij}(x'_0, x_0, t - t')T_d^{inv}(x'_i, x'_0, t')dt', \quad (20)$$

for $t < t_d(x'_i, x''_0)$, whereas $M_k(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = 0$ for $t \geq t_d(x'_i, x''_0)$. Hence, assuming the reflection response at the surface and the direct arrival of the inverse transmission response are known, the $k$th iteration of the coda, $M_k(x'_i, x''_0, t)$, follows from equations 20 and 21. Using equation 16, the successive iterations for the focusing function $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ are then given by

$$f_{2,k}(x'_i, x''_0, t) = T_d^{inv}(x'_i, x''_0, t) + M_{k-1}(x'_i, x''_0, t), \quad (22)$$

with $M_{-1}(x'_i, x''_0, t) = 0$. Assuming the scheme converges, the Green’s function $G(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ is subsequently obtained by substituting the converged solution $f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ into equation 13. A numerical example of this scheme, for a situation with a triplicated direct wave, is discussed in Wapenaar et al. (2014). Here we continue with decomposition before we discuss a numerical example.

**Decomposition of the Marchenko equation**

The Marchenko equation, discussed in the previous section, forms the basis for retrieving the two-way Green’s function $G(x'_i, x''_0, t) = G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t) + G^-(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ from the reflection response $R^{ij}(x'_0, x_0, t)$ at the surface and the direct arrival of the inverse transmission response $T_d^{inv}(x'_i, x''_0, t)$. For redatuming and reflection imaging, the one-way Green’s functions $G^-(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ and $G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ are needed separately. Different approaches to decompose the two-way Green’s function into one-way Green’s functions are possible (Wapenaar et al., 2012; Slob et al., 2014). We follow the approach of Slob et al. (2014), modified for the 3-D situation. This approach uses the one-way Green’s function representations 11 and 12.

Because of causality, the left-hand sides of equations 11 and 12 are zero before the first arrival of the Green’s function. Hence

$$0 = \int_{\partial D_0} dx_0 \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^{ij}(x'_0, x_0, t - t')f_1^+(x_0, x'_i, t')dt' - f_1^-(x'_0, x'_i, t) \quad \text{for} \quad t < t_d(x'_i, x''_0), \quad (23)$$
Marchenko imaging

0 = \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^+ (x'_0, x_0, t - t') f_{1}^{-} (x_0, x'_1, t') dt' - f_{1}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, -t) \quad \text{for} \quad t < t_d (x'_1, x'_0). \tag{24}

Analogous to equations 16 and 17, \( f_{1}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) is written as

\[ f_{1}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = T_{ad}^{inv} (x'_1, x'_0, t) + M^{+} (x'_0, x'_1), \tag{25} \]

where \( M^{+} (x'_0, x'_1) \) is a causal coda, with

\[ M^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = 0, \quad \text{for} \quad t \leq -t_d (x'_1, x'_0). \tag{26} \]

For \( f_{1}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) we obtain from equation (10) and the causality of \( f_{2} (x'_1, x'_0, t) \),

\[ f_{1}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = 0, \quad \text{for} \quad t \geq t_d (x'_1, x'_0). \tag{27} \]

As in the previous section, the following analysis only applies to situations for which the “direct-wave assumption”
(equations 25 – 27) holds true.

Substituting equation 25 into equations 23 and 24, using the causality conditions 26 and 27, gives

\[ \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^{-} (x'_0, x_0, t - t') f_{1}^{-} (x_0, x'_1, t') dt' \]

\[ + \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-t_d (x'_1, x'_0)}^{t} R^{-} (x'_0, x_0, t - t') M^{+} (x_0, x'_1, t') dt' - f_{1}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = 0, \quad \text{for} \quad t < t_d (x'_1, x'_0) \tag{28} \]

This coupled system of Marchenko equations is solved by the following iterative scheme

\[ M_{k}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, -t) = \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-t_d (x'_1, x'_0)}^{t} R^{-} (x'_0, x_0, t - t') f_{1,k}^{-} (x_0, x'_1, t) dt', \tag{30} \]

\[ f_{1,k+1}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = f_{1,0}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) + \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-t_d (x'_1, x'_0)}^{t} R^{-} (x'_0, x_0, t - t') M_{k}^{-} (x_0, x'_1, t) dt', \tag{31} \]

with

\[ f_{1,0}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^{-} (x'_0, x_0, t - t') T_{ad}^{inv} (x'_1, x'_0, t') dt', \tag{32} \]

for \( t < t_d (x'_1, x'_0) \), whereas \( M_{k}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, -t) = f_{1,k+1}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = 0 \) for \( t \geq t_d (x'_1, x'_0) \). Note that \( f_{1,0}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), defined in equation 32, is identical to \(-M_{0} (x'_1, x'_0, -t)\), defined in equation 21. In Appendix B it is shown that \( M_{k}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) and \( f_{1,k}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) can alternatively be obtained from the odd and even terms of an expansion of the coda \( M (x'_1, x'_0, t) \) of the focusing function \( f_{2} (x'_1, x'_0, t) \).

Using equation 25, the iterations of the one-way focusing function \( f_{1}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) can be written as

\[ f_{1,k}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = T_{ad}^{inv} (x'_1, x'_0, t) + M_{k-1}^{+} (x_0, x'_1), \tag{33} \]

with \( M_{1}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) = 0 \). Assuming the scheme converges, the decomposed Green’s functions \( G^{-} (x'_1, x'_0, t) \) and \( G^{+} (x'_1, x'_0, t) \) are obtained by substituting the converged solutions \( f_{1}^{+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) and \( f_{1}^{-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) into equations 11 and 12.
Numerical example of Green’s function retrieval

We illustrate the iterative solution of the one-way focusing functions, and the subsequent retrieval of the decomposed Green’s functions, with a numerical example in a 2-D inhomogeneous subsurface model (Figure 5). The propagation velocities in the different layers are represented by different colors in Figure 5a. The reflector package below $\partial D_i$ (i.e., below $x_{3,i} = 1100$ m) represents a target zone on which we will zoom in later. A smoothed version of the propagation velocity model is shown in Figure 5b. The numerically modeled reflection response $R^{(i)}(x_{0}', x_0, t)$, convolved with a Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 20 Hz, is shown in grey-level display in Figure 5c. The source position is fixed at $x_0 = (0, 0)$ and the receiver position $x_{0}' = (x_{1}', 0)$ is variable, with $x_{1}'$ ranging from $-2250$ m to 2250 m, with an inter-receiver distance of 10 m. The upper half-space is homogeneous, so the reflection response contains no surface-related multiples. The response in Figure 5c is displayed with a small time-dependent gain of $\exp(0.1 \times t)$ to emphasize the internal multiples. In total 451 reflection responses $R^{(i)}(x_{0}', x_0, t)$ have been modeled, for source positions $x_0 = (x_1, 0)$, with $x_1$ also ranging from $-2250$ m to 2250 m, with a source interval of 10 m. Figure 5d shows the direct arrival of the Green’s function, $G_{d}(x_{i}', x_0, t)$, for variable source position $x_0$ (same range as above) and fixed receiver position $x_{1}' = (0, 1100)$ m. This Green’s function has been modeled in a smoothed version of the model (Figure 5b), to acknowledge the fact that in practice no precise information about the interfaces and medium parameters is available. The reflection response in Figure 5c and
the direct arrival in Figure 5d are input to the iterative scheme.

The iterative procedure starts with \( f_{1,0}^+(x_0, x'_i, t) = T_d^{\text{inv}}(x'_i, x_0, t) \approx G_d(x'_i, x_0, -t) \). This approximation mainly implies that we ignore transmission losses at the interfaces. This will affect the retrieved Green’s functions \( G^-(x'_i, x''_0, t) \) and \( G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t) \) in approximately the same way. In the section “Marchenko redatuming” we will deconvolve \( G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t) \) with \( G^-(x'_i, x''_0, t) \). This deconvolution largely compensates for the mentioned approximation.

The zeroth order term of the focusing function, \( f_{1,0}^+(x_0, x'_i, t) \approx G_d(x'_i, x_0, -t) \), is shown in Figure 6a, for a fixed focal point \( x'_i = (0, 1100) \) and variable \( x_0 = (x_1, 0) \). Its reflection response, \( f_{1,0}^+(x'_0, x'_i, t) \), is shown in Figure 6b. The functions \( f_{1,k}^+(x_0, x'_i, t) \) and \( f_{1,k}^-(x'_0, x'_i, t) \), for \( k = 1 \) and \( k = 5 \) are shown in Figures 6c,d,e,f. Note that new events are generated during iterations \( k = 0 \) and \( k = 1 \). During the higher order iterations, mainly the amplitudes of these events are modified. The results for \( k = 1 \) (Figures 6c,d) are already very close to those for \( k = 5 \) (Figures 6e,f).

The solutions after five iterations, shown in Figures 6e and 6f, are taken as the final estimates of \( f_{1,k}^+(x_0, x'_i, t) \) and \( f_{1,k}^-(x'_0, x'_i, t) \), respectively. These are used in equations 11 and 12 to retrieve the decomposed Green’s functions \( G^-(x'_i, x''_0, t) \) and \( G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t) \). These are shown in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively, for a fixed virtual-receiver position \( x'_i = (0, 1100) \) and variable source position \( x''_0 \). They are displayed with a time-dependent gain of \( \exp((1.0 + t) \cdot k) \) to emphasize the internal multiples. These decomposed Green’s functions will be used in the section “Marchenko redatuming”.

Figure 8 shows the sum of the results of Figure 7, displayed as seismic traces (only every 15th trace is shown). The black solid traces represent the retrieved Green’s function, whereas the grey dashed traces represent the directly modeled Green’s function, as a
reference (a time-dependent gain of \(\exp(1.9 \ast t)\) has been applied). Note that the match is excellent, except for the far offsets of the first event.

**Physical interpretation**

We present a physical interpretation of the iterative scheme leading to the one-way focusing functions \(f_{1,k}^+(x_0,x',t)\) and \(f_{1,k}^-(x''_0,x',t)\), and of equations 11 and 12 for obtaining the decomposed Green’s functions \(G^-(x'_0,x''_0,t)\) and \(G^+(x'_0,x''_0,t)\).

Figure 9 shows a physical interpretation of the first few iterations of the one-way focusing functions \(f_{1,k}^+(x_0,x'_0,t)\) and \(f_{1,k}^-(x''_0,x',t)\). Recall that the focusing functions are defined in a reference configuration, which is equal to the actual medium above depth level \(\partial D\), and reflection-free below this depth level (see also Figure 2). Therefore in Figure 9 the layers below \(\partial D\) are absent. The red rays in Figure 9a schematically represent the zeroth order term \(f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x'_0,t) = \mathcal{T}^{\text{inv}}(x'_0,x_0,t)\), which was shown in grey-level display in Figure 6a (only two of 451 rays are shown). The rays start at \(x_0 = (x_1,0)\) at the surface (for all \(x_1\)-values), and cross each other at the focal point \(x'_0\) at \(t = 0\). During downward propagation towards the focal point, reflection occurs at the interfaces. This is expressed by equation 32. The blue rays in Figure 9a represent \(f_{1,0}^-(x''_0,x',t)\). Although the integrand in equation 32 contains the reflection response of the actual medium, the result is evaluated only for \(t < t_d(x'_0,x''_0)\) and therefore reflections from below \(\partial D\) do not contribute. The blue rays correspond to the main events in \(f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x'_0,t)\) in Figure 6b (for simplicity not all reflections are shown in Figure 9a). Next, equation 30 is evaluated for \(k = 0\). Hence, the reflection response of the medium is applied to the time-reversed version of \(f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x'_0,t)\), which results in the time-reversal of \(M^+_0(x''_0,x'_0,t)\). This is illustrated in Figure 9b. Here the downgoing red rays are the reversals of the outgoing blue rays in Figure 9a. They represent \(f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x'_0,-t)\), which is a downgoing field because of the time-reversal. The upgoing blue rays in Figure 9b represent \(M^+_0(x'_0,x''_0,-t)\), which is an upgoing field because of the time-reversal. Equation 30 is evaluated only for \(t < t_d(x'_0,x''_0)\), hence, only the rays corresponding to arrivals for \(t < t_d(x'_0,x''_0)\) are shown in Figure 9b. Next, \(f_{1,1}^+(x_0,x'_0,t)\) is constructed via \(f_{1,1}^+(x_0,x',t) = \mathcal{T}^{\text{inv}}(x'_0,x_0,t) + M^+_0(x_0,x',t)\). This is represented by the red rays in Figure 9c, consisting of the red rays in Figure 9a and the reversals of the blue rays in Figure 9b. Together, these red rays correspond to the main events in Figure 6c (the dashed parts of the red rays are very weak events which vanish during the iterative process). Next, equation 31 is evaluated for \(k = 0\). This accomplishes that the reflection response to \(M^+_0(x_0,x'_0,t)\) is added to \(f_{1,0}^-(x''_0,x',t)\), thus giving \(f_{1,1}^-(x''_0,x',t)\). This is represented by the blue rays in Figure 9c, which correspond to the main events in Figure 6d.

The interpretation of higher order iterations goes along similar lines. The ray diagram of the converged solution is shown in Figure 4a, in which the red and blue rays correspond to the main events in Figures 6e and 6f, respectively. Note a peculiar property of the ray diagram in Figure 4a. Instead of the upgoing blue rays giving rise to downward reflected rays at the interfaces, downgoing red rays are launched from the surface, which meet the upgoing blue rays at the interfaces, in such a way that the downward reflected rays below the interfaces are annihilated. As a result, no rays other than the primary downgoing red rays reach the depth level \(\partial D\). This is in agreement with the definition of the focusing function, which should focus only at \(x'_0\) on \(\partial D\) at \(t = 0\) (equation 6).

Note that, although for the interpretation of \(f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x'_0,t)\) we used the subsurface model to explain the different events, we did not use this model to obtain \(f_{1,0}^+(x''_0,x',t)\) in Figure 6. The scheme discussed in the previous sections only uses the reflection response \(R^c(x''_0,x_0,t)\) (Figure 5c) and an estimate of the direct arrival of the Green’s function, \(G_0(x'_0,x''_0,t)\) (Figure 5d). All events appearing in \(f_{1,0}^+(x''_0,x',t)\), except the time-reversed direct arrival, are retrieved entirely from the reflection response \(R^c(x''_0,x_0,t)\).

Next we interpret equations 11 and 12, which are rewritten as

\[
\frac{t > t_d(x'_0,x''_0)}{G^{p,+}(x''_0,x',t) + f_{1,0}^+(x'_0,x',t)}
\]

\[
= \int_{\partial D} \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^c(x''_0,x_0,t-t') f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x',t')dt'
\]

and

\[
\frac{t \geq t_d(x'_0,x''_0)}{G^{p,-}(x''_0,x',t) - f_{1,0}^-(x'_0,x',t)}
\]

\[
= -\int_{\partial D} \int_{-\infty}^{t} R^c(x''_0,x_0,t-t') f_{1,0}^-(x_0,x',t')dt',
\]

respectively. Note that we applied source-receiver reciprocity to the decomposed Green’s functions on the left-hand sides. We temporarily use two superscripts at the Green’s functions. The first superscript, \(p\), refers to the observed quantity (acoustic pressure) at the observation point \(x''_0\); the second superscript (+ or −) refers to the propagation direction at the virtual source point \(x'_0\). Figures 10a and 10b represent the total responses on the left-hand sides of equations 34 and 35, respectively. The traveltime curve \(t = t_d(x'_0,x''_0)\) is represented by the dashed lines in these figures.

The right-hand side of equation 34 describes the reflection response of the actual medium to \(f_{1,0}^+(x_0,x'_0,t)\), for an unbounded time interval. The downgoing red rays...
in Figure 11a represent the incident field \( f_1^+ (x_0, x'_1, t) \), which focuses at \( x'_1 \), similar as in Figure 4a. The upgoing blue rays represent again the response \( f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), with \( t < t_0 (x'_1, x'_0) \). Beyond the focal point the downgoing rays diverge and, after reflection, arrive at the surface. This is illustrated by the green rays in Figure 11a, which represent the Green’s function \( G^{p+} (x'_0, x'_1, t), t > t_0 (x'_1, x'_0) \), with its virtual source at the focal point \( x'_1 \). The left-hand side of equation 34 represents the superposition of \( f_1^- (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) and \( G^{p+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), see Figure 10a. By subtracting \( f_1^- (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) we obtain \( G^{p+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), or, after applying source-receiver reciprocity and returning to the single-superscript notation, \( G^- (x'_1, x'_0, t) \), see Figure 11b. This ray diagram represents the retrieved upgoing part of the Green’s function in Figure 7a.

The interpretation of equation 35 is slightly more complicated. The right-hand side describes the reflection response of the actual medium to \(- f_1^- (x_0, x'_1, t) \), which, because of the time-reversal, is a downgoing field. It is represented by the downgoing red rays in Figure 12a, which are the reversals of the upgoing blue rays in Figure 11a. The upgoing blue rays in Figure 12a show the response \(- f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), for \( t > t_0 (x'_1, x'_0) \). The green-blue dashed ray represents the final arrival of \(- f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) (i.e., the time-reversed first arrival of \(- f_1^- (x'_0, x'_1, t) \)). Its path is shared with that of the direct arrival of the Green’s function \( G^{p-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \). The downgoing red rays cross the paths of the direct wave and give rise to the multiple reflections of the Green’s function \( G^{p-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), represented by the solid green rays in Figure 12a. Note that all rays associated with \( G^{p-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) apparently originate from a virtual source at the focal point \( x'_1 \). The left-hand side of equation 35 represents the superposition of \(- f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) and \( G^{p-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), see Figure 10b. By subtracting \(- f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) we obtain \( G^{p-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \), or, after applying source-receiver reciprocity and returning to the single-superscript notation, \( G^+ (x'_1, x'_0, t) \), see

**Figure 10.** (a) The reflection response of the actual medium to \( f_1^+ (x_0, x'_1, t) \) (equation 34). (b) The reflection response of the actual medium to \(- f_1^- (x_0, x'_1, t) \) (equation 35).

**Figure 11.** Physical interpretation of equation 34. (a) The incident field \( f_1^+ (x_0, x'_1, t) \) focuses at \( x'_1 \) (red rays). Its response consists of \( f_1^- (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) (blue rays) and the Green’s function \( G^{p+} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) (green rays). (b) After subtracting \( f_1^- (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) and applying source-receiver reciprocity, the Green’s function \( G^- (x'_1, x'_0, t) \) remains.

**Figure 12.** Physical interpretation of equation 35. (a) The incident field \(- f_1^- (x_0, x'_1, t) \) (red rays) gives rise to \(- f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) (blue rays) and the Green’s function \( G^{p-} (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) (green rays). (b) After subtracting \(- f_1^+ (x'_0, x'_1, t) \) and applying source-receiver reciprocity, the Green’s function \( G^+ (x'_1, x'_0, t) \) remains.
Figure 12b. This ray diagram represents the retrieved downgoing part of the Green’s function in Figure 7b.

MARCHENKO REDATUMING

“Redatuming” refers to the process of virtually moving sources and receivers from a specific datum plane (typically the acquisition surface) to a new datum plane inside the medium, closer to a target zone. In classical redatuming (Berryhill, 1979, 1984; Kinneging et al., 1989), one-way primary operators are used to redatum the reflection response from ∂D0 to ∂Di. These operators are based on a background model of the medium between ∂D0 and ∂Di. These operators do not account for internal multiple reflections, hence, a classically redatumed response contains spurious reflections (i.e., reflections that do not belong to the reflection response at ∂Di).

Redatuming can be seen as a two-step process: starting with sources and receivers at the surface ∂D0, in the first step the receivers are moved from ∂D0 to ∂Di, followed by moving the sources to ∂Di in the second step. In some cases, acquisition is carried out with sources at the surface ∂D0 and receivers at a datum plane ∂Di inside the medium. For example, receivers may be located in a horizontal borehole. For this situation, redatuming is a one-step process, bringing only the sources from ∂D0 to ∂Di (Bakulin and Calvert, 2006). No information about the medium is needed because the receivers at ∂Di “measure” the required downward extrapolation operators. This data-driven approach to redatuming is called “interferometric redatuming” (Schuster and Zhou, 2006). Because the operators for interferometric redatuming are measured, they account, in principle, for internal multiple reflections. This property is exploited by a method called “interferometric redatuming by multidimensional deconvolution (MDD)”, which indeed leads to a ghost-free reflection response at ∂Di (van der Neut et al., 2011).

In most situations, however, both sources and receivers are situated at the surface. The iterative Marchenko scheme discussed in the foregoing sections is applied to the reflection response R+(x′, x′′, t) at the surface ∂D0, yielding the Green’s functions G−(x′, x′′, t) and G+(x′, x′′, t), i.e., responses to sources at the surface ∂D0, observed by virtual receivers at datum plane ∂Di inside the medium. This can be seen as the first step of a two-step redatuming process. This form of receiver redatuming requires an estimate of the direct arrival of the inverse transmission response, T−(x′, x′′, t). This is actually the same as the one-way primary operator used in classical redatuming. The direct arrivals can, for example, be obtained by modeling in a background model between ∂D0 and ∂Di, or, when ∂Di coincides with an actual reflector, they can be derived from the reflection response at the surface via the common-focal-point (CFP) method (Berkhout, 1997; Berkhout and Verschuur, 2001). Note that, unlike the first step in classical redatuming, our iterative form of receiver redatuming accounts for internal multiple reflections. Once the receivers have been redatumed to ∂Di, the sources can be redatumed to ∂Di in a similar way as in interferometric redatuming by MDD. We call the combination of these two steps “Marchenko redatuming.”

The Green’s functions G−(x′, x′′, t) and G+(x′, x′′, t) are mutually related via the reflection response of the medium below ∂Di, according to

\[
G^-(x_i, x_0^\prime, t) = \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R^+(x_i, x_0^\prime, t') G^+(x_i, x_0^\prime, t - t') dt'
\]  

(Wapenaar et al., 2000; Amundsen, 2001). This expression states that the downgoing field \(G^+\) at \(\partial D_0\), convolved with the reflection response \(R^+\) at \(\partial D_0\) and integrated along all source positions of this reflection response at \(\partial D_0\), gives the upgoing field \(G^-\) at \(\partial D_0\). Note that the fields \(G^-\) and \(G^+\) are defined in the actual medium (Figure 1), whereas the reflection response \(R^+\) is defined in a reference medium that is identical to the actual medium below \(\partial D_0\) and reflection-free above this depth level.

For each \(x_0^\prime\), equation 36 is an integral equation for
the reflection response $R^i(x_i, x'_i, t)$. Figure 13a shows ray diagrams of $G^-(x_i, x'_0, t)$ and $G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ for fixed $x'_0$ and variable $x_i$ and $x'_i$. $R^i(x_i, x'_i, t)$ can be resolved from equation 36 by MDD when the Green's functions are available for many source positions $x'_0$. To this end, both sides of equation 36 are first correlated with the downgoing Green's function and integrated over $x'_0 \in \partial \mathcal{D}_0$. This yields

$$C(x_i, x''_0, t) = \int_{\partial \mathcal{D}_0} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R^i(x_i, x'_i, t') \Gamma(x'_i, x''_0, t - t') dt'$$

(37)

with the correlation function $C(x_i, x''_0, t)$ and pointspread function $\Gamma(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ defined as

$$C(x_i, x''_0, t) = \int_{\partial \mathcal{D}_0} R^i(x_i, x'_0, t + t') G^+(x''_0, x'_0, t') dt'$$

and

$$\Gamma(x'_i, x''_0, t) = \int_{\partial \mathcal{D}_0} R^i(x'_i, x''_0, t + t') G^+(x''_0, x'_0, t') dt'$$

(38)

(39)

respectively. MDD involves inverting equation 37. This gives the redatumed reflection response $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$, with virtual sources $(x'_i)$ and virtual receivers $(x_i)$ at $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$. For the practical aspects of this inversion, see van der Neut et al. (2011). As mentioned before, this deconvolution process largely compensates for the amplitude errors in $G^-(x_i, x''_0, t)$ and $G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t)$, related to approximating the direct arrival of the inverse transmission response by the time-reversal of the direct arrival of the Green’s function (equation 18).

We illustrate this source redatuming procedure by applying MDD to the retrieved Green’s functions $G^-(x_i, x''_0, t)$ and $G^+(x'_i, x''_0, t)$ of Figure 7. To this end we repeat the receiver redatuming procedure that led to Figure 7 for a range of $x'_0$-values along $\partial \mathcal{D}_1$. Next, we evaluate the correlation and point-spread functions of equations 38 and 39, respectively, and invert equation 37. The result, $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$, is shown in Figure 13b, for fixed $x'_0 = (0, 1100 \text{ m})$ and variable $x_i = (x_1, x_{31} = 1100 \text{ m})$, with $x_1$ ranging from $-2000 \text{ m}$ to $2000 \text{ m}$ (i.e., the top of the target zone). Figure 13c shows a directly modeled shot record, with its source at $x'_1$. Note that the retrieved response (Figure 13b) clearly exhibits the reflections of the layers in the target zone, with hardly any contamination by internal multiples of the overburden.

Summarizing, we have presented Marchenko redatuming of the reflection response from the surface $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$, to $\partial \mathcal{D}_1$ inside the medium, as a two-step process. Step one, employing the iterative Marchenko scheme, moves the receivers from $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$ to $\partial \mathcal{D}_1$ (as illustrated with the numerical example in Figures 7a and 7b). Step two, interferometric redatuming by MDD, moves the sources from $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$ to $\partial \mathcal{D}_i$ (as illustrated in Figure 13b). This two-step redatuming process requires the same input as classical redatuming (i.e., the reflection response at the surface $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$ and an estimate of the direct arrivals between $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$ and $\partial \mathcal{D}_i$), but, unlike classical redatuming, it uses the internal multiples in the original reflection response $R^c(x'_0, x_0, t)$ to obtain the redatumed reflection response $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$ at $\partial \mathcal{D}_i$, free of spurious reflections related to internal multiples in the overburden.

Until now it was assumed that $R^c(x'_0, x_0, t)$ is measured in a configuration with a homogeneous upper half-space above $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$ (Figure 1). In many cases the acquisition surface $\partial \mathcal{D}_0$ is a free surface, meaning that $R^c(x'_0, x_0, t)$ is contaminated with surface-related multiples. In those cases, Marchenko redatuming should be preceded by surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) (Verschuur et al., 1992; van Groenestijn and Verschuur, 2009). The output of SRME is the reflection response $R^c(x''_0, x_0, t)$ in the configuration of Figure 1.

MARCHENKO IMAGING

Imaging from above

The redatumed reflection response $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$ can be used in different ways for reflection imaging. The most straightforward approach is to extract the zero-offset ($x'_0 = x_i$), zero-time ($t = 0$) component, i.e., $R^c(x_i, x_i, 0)$, repeat the process for all $x_i$ at a well-sampled range of depth levels $x_{3i}$ in the region of interest, and thus construct an image of the zero-offset reflectivity $R^c(x, x, 0)$. We call this Marchenko imaging. Because $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$ is the correctly redatumed reflection response, the image thus obtained will be free of spurious reflections Wapenaar et al. (2012). Note that this method can start and end at any two depth levels, leading to a ghost-free image of the target zone between these depth levels, without the need to derive a detailed model of the medium between the acquisition surface and the target zone; as in standard imaging, a smooth subsurface model which explains the direct arrivals suffices.

Instead of selecting only the zero-offset, zero-time component $R^c(x_i, x_i, 0)$, the full reflection response $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$ can be used to derive the angle-dependent reflectivity at each image point (de Bruin et al., 1990; Sava and Fomel, 2003). This information can be used as input for amplitude-versus-angle inversion to determine the detailed medium parameters in the target zone.

Applying Marchenko redatuming to many depth levels in a target zone is a costly process. Alternatively, a relatively small number of sparse depth levels can be selected to which the reflection response is redatumed. Subsequently, standard imaging can be applied to the redatumed reflection responses $R^c(x_i, x'_i, t)$ to image the regions between the selected depth levels. Assuming the depth levels are selected with care (for example between the major reflecting boundaries), this will still
lead to a nearly ghost-free image. This approach can be used to image below a complicated near-surface, or for sub-salt imaging.

Resolving $R^R(x, x', t)$ from equation 37 is an inversion process, which may sometimes be unstable. As an alternative, consider the correlation function $C(x, x', t)$, defined in equation 38. The correlation integral on the right-hand side resembles the definition of interferometric redatuming by crosscorrelation of decomposed data (Mehta et al., 2007), except that equation 38 contains the Green’s functions obtained by Marchenko redatuming. The first event in the correlation function $C(x, x', t)$ is a first order approximation of the first event of the reflection response $R^R(x, x', t)$. An image constructed from $C(x, x, 0)$ in a specific target zone will not have the correct amplitudes but will still be free of spurious reflections Wapenaar et al. (2012). Moreover, the multiples in $G^-(x, x'', t)$ and $G^+(x', x'', t)$ contribute to the image Behura et al. (2012). Alternatively, for a carefully selected range of sparse depth levels, standard imaging can be applied to $C(x, x', t)$ to image the regions between the selected depth levels. Because $C(x, x', t)$ usually does not have the correct amplitude information, it cannot be used for angle-dependent reflection imaging.

Broggini et al. (2014) show an example of a comparison between different imaging approaches and investigate the sensitivity of Marchenko imaging with respect to errors in the estimate of the direct arrivals. Here we illustrate target oriented imaging with a numerical example. In Figure 13b we showed the redatumed response $R^R(x, x', t)$ at the top of the target zone, for $x_i = (x'_1 = 0, x_{3,i} = 1100 m)$. Similar responses are computed for a range of $x'_1$ values, between $-2000 m$ and $2000 m$. We use these redatumed responses as input for standard imaging in the target zone. The result is shown in Figure 14a, which clearly shows the reflectors of the target zone. For comparison, Figure 14b shows the same target zone, selected from a standard image obtained from the reflection response at the surface, $R^R(x''_0, x_0, t)$ (in both figures, amplitudes above 25% of the maximum amplitude have been clipped; no depth-dependent gain has been applied). Whereas the latter result is contaminated by spurious reflections, caused by internal multiples in the overburden, our image result in Figure 14a is free of these contaminations. Note that processes like full waveform inversion Virieux and Operto (2009) and full field migration Berkhourt and Verschuur (2011) might lead to results similar as the one shown in Figure 14a. A detailed comparison with these methods is beyond the scope of this paper. We only mention one important difference. Methods like full waveform inversion/migration are recursive methods, meaning that deep layers can only be imaged after the shallower structures have been resolved. In contrast, Marchenko imaging is a non-recursive method: the image in Figure 14a has been obtained without using information about the overburden, other than the smooth model of Figure 5b.

As in standard imaging, the exclusion of evanescent waves in the focusing functions implies a limitation to the maximum obtainable spatial resolution Berkhourt and van Wulftef Paltte (1979). In principle this resolution limit can be overcome by taking evanescent waves into account (Williams and Maynard, 1980; Lerosey et al., 2007; Fink and Tanter, 2010; Cao et al., 2012). It remains to be investigated to what extent evanescent waves can be used to improve the resolution of Marchenko imaging.

**Imaging from below**

The decomposed Marchenko scheme not only derives the one-way Green’s functions from the reflection response at the surface, it also yields the one-way focusing functions $f^+_j(x''_j, x'_j, t)$ and $f^{-}_j(x''_j, x'_j, t)$ and, via equations 9 and 10, the focusing functions $f^+_j(x'_j, x''_j, t)$ and $f^{-}_j(x'_j, x''_j, t)$. Whereas the one-way Green’s functions are mutually related via the reflection response to downgoing waves of the medium below $\partial D_i$ (see equation 36), the one-way focusing functions $f^+_j(x'_j, x''_j, t)$ and $f^{-}_j(x'_j, x''_j, t)$ (Figure 2b) are related via the reflection response to upgoing waves of the medium above...
\[ f_j^-(x_j, x'_j, t) = \int_{\partial D_j} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} R^G(x_j, x'_j, t') f_j^+(x'_j, x''_j, t - t') \mathrm{d}x'/\mathrm{d}t \]

(see Appendix A, equation A-17). For each \( x''_j \), equation 40 is an integral equation for the reflection response \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \). Figure 15a shows ray diagrams of the focusing functions \( f_2^+(x_j, x''_j, t) \) and \( f_2^-(x_j, x''_j, t) \), for fixed \( x''_j \) and variable \( x'_j \) at \( \partial D_j \), with \( x_{3,j} = 1600 \) m. Figures 15b and 15c show numerical examples of these functions, obtained from the reflection response \( R^G(x''_0, x_0, t) \) of Figure 5c by applying five iterations of the Marchenko scheme. The variable \( x'_j \) is defined as \( x'_j = (x'_1, x_{3,j} = 1600 \) m), with \( x'_1 \) ranging from \(-2000\) m to \(2000\) m. \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \) can be resolved from equation 40 by MDD, when the focusing functions are available for many focal points \( x''_j \). The procedure is the same as for resolving \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \) from equation 36. Once \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \) has been obtained for all \( x'_j \) at the bottom of the target zone, it can be used to image reflectors at and above \( \partial D_j \) from below, in a similar way as \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \) is used in the previous section to image reflectors at and below \( \partial D_i \) from above. An image thus obtained is shown in Figure 15d, which represents the zero-offset reflectivity \( R^G(x_j, 0) \) of the target zone, free of spurious reflections related to internal multiples in the overburden (amplitudes above 25% of the maximum amplitude have been clipped). Note the polarity change with respect to the image in Figure 14a.

The two imaging methods (from above and from below) use the same information, so the resulting images of \( R^G(x_j, 0) \) and \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \) are not independent. Subtracting the two images (accounting for their opposite signs) will therefore not lead to a significant improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio. Hence, for linear imaging applications, the two methods are equivalent (i.e., not complementary). However, for nonlinear applications it can be useful to use the redatumed data \( R^G(x_j, x'_j, t) \) and \( R^G(x'_j, x''_j, t) \) at two different depth levels \( \partial D_i \) and \( \partial D_j \) (with \( x_{3,j} > x_{3,i} \)). For example, these responses can be used as input for a new nonlinear imaging method, as introduced by Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012), Vasconcelos (2013) and Ravasi and Curtis (2013), or for full waveform inversion (Virieux and Operto, 2009), to resolve the parameters of the target zone between these depth levels.

Van der Neut et al. (2013) discuss an alternative method to combine imaging from above with imaging from below. The first step involves Marchenko redatuming to two depth levels \( \partial D_i \) and \( \partial D_j \), yielding the Green’s functions \( G^{\pm}(x'_j, x''_j, t) \) and \( G^{\pm}(x''_j, x''_j, t) \). These Green’s functions are then used to simultaneously resolve the reflection responses to downgoing and upgoing waves of the target zone between \( \partial D_i \) and \( \partial D_j \). Note that, since \( G^{\pm}(x'_j, x''_j, t) \) contains reflections from objects below the target zone, this method uses essentially different information to image the target zone from below.

**COMPARISON WITH SOURCE-RECEIVER INTERFEROMETRY**

Because Marchenko imaging involves redatuming of sources as well as receivers, it has an interesting relation with source-receiver interferometry, as proposed by Curtis and Halliday (2010) and Halliday and Curtis (2010). We analyze this relation for the Marchenko scheme for imaging from below. We start this analysis by replacing \( f_2^+ \) and \( f_2^- \) in equation 40 by their initial estimates \( f_{2,0}^+ \) and \( f_{2,0}^- \), respectively. According to equations 9, 10, 18, 32 and 33 we have

\[
f_{2,0}^+(x_j, x''_j, t) = - \int_{\partial D_0} R^G(x''_0, x_0, t) \ast G^+(x_0, x_j, t) \mathrm{d}x_0,
\]

\[
f_{2,0}^-(x_j, x''_j, t) = - \int_{\partial D_0} R^G(x''_0, x_0, t) \ast G^-(x_0, x_j, t) \mathrm{d}x_0,
\]

\[
f_{2,0}^+(x'_j, x''_j, t) = - \int_{\partial D_0} R^G(x''_0, x_0, t) \ast G^+(x_0, x'_j, t) \mathrm{d}x_0,
\]

\[
f_{2,0}^-(x'_j, x''_j, t) = - \int_{\partial D_0} R^G(x''_0, x_0, t) \ast G^-(x_0, x'_j, t) \mathrm{d}x_0.
\]
respectively. Here the asterisk * denotes temporal convolution; for simplicity we ignored the integration limit in the convolutional integral in equation 32. Resolving \( R^i(x_i, x'_i, t) \) from equation 40 involves multidimensional deconvolution of \( f_{2,0}^+ \) and \( f_{2,0}^- \). If we approximate this MDD by crosscorrelation of the initial estimates \( f_{2,0}^+ \) and \( f_{2,0}^- \), we obtain

\[
R^i(x_i, x'_i, t) \approx C(x_i, x'_i, t) = \int_{\partial D_0} f_{2,0}^+(x_i, x''_i, -t)dx''_0
\]

\[
- \int_{\partial D_0} \int_{\partial D_0} G_0(x''_i, x'_i, t) \ast R^r(x''_i, x_0, -t)*
\]

\[
G_0(x_0, x_i, t)dx_0dx''_0.
\]

The double integral on the right-hand side is a form of source-receiver interferometry. In particular, it represents the retrieval of the reflection response from below, as proposed by Poliannikov (2011) and Poliannikov et al. (2012). In their approach, the Green’s functions represent responses of real sources in the subsurface. Figure 16 shows the configuration for the case of a single reflector. The indicated rays are the ones for which the traveltimes along the solid rays in Figure 16 are added to each other and the traveltimes along the dashed-dotted ray is subtracted from it. The resulting travelt ime is that of the reflection response from below, indicated by the dashed ray.

This method works well for primary reflections, as is shown with numerical examples by Poliannikov (2011) and Poliannikov et al. (2012). However, equation 43 breaks down for multiple reflections. In contrast, the reflection response from below, obtained by inverting equation 40 with \( f_{2,0}^+ \) and \( f_{2,0}^- \) obtained with the iterative Marchenko scheme, holds for primary as well as multiple reflections, as has been demonstrated with the numerical example in Figure 15.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that a decomposed version of the 3-D Marchenko equation leads to an iterative scheme that enables the retrieval of the decomposed Green’s functions \( G^+(x'_i, x''_i, t) \) and \( G^-(x'_i, x''_i, t) \) from reflection measurements at the acquisition surface \( \partial D_0 \). Here \( x''_i \) denotes the position of the Green’s source at the surface, whereas \( x'_i \) represents an arbitrary virtual-receiver position in the subsurface. Hence, the decomposed iterative Marchenko scheme accomplishes receiver redatuming. Subsequently, source redatuming is achieved by deconvolving (in a multidimensional sense) \( G^-(x_i, x''_i, t) \) with \( G^+(x'_i, x''_i, t) \). This results in the redatumed response \( R^r(x_i, x'_i, t) \), with virtual sources \( (x'_i) \) and virtual receivers \( (x_i) \) at depth level \( \partial D_i \) in the subsurface. This two-step redatuming procedure requires the same input as standard redatuming, namely the reflection response at the surface and an estimate of the direct arrivals between the surface and the redatuming level. However, whereas standard redatuming ignores the effects of internal multiples in the overburden, the redatuming procedure based on the Marchenko scheme and MDD properly accounts for internal multiples.

The redatumed response can be used in various ways for seismic imaging. We propose that these methods go together under the name “Marchenko imaging”. In its most general form, angle-dependent reflectivity information is retrieved at any image position. More simple approaches lead to images of the zero-offset reactivity, \( R^r(x_i, x'_i, 0) \), either by repeating the redatuming procedure for many depth levels \( \partial D_i \) and selecting the zero-offset, zero-time component, or by applying standard imaging to the redatumed response in a target zone below a fixed depth level \( \partial D_i \). In all cases, internal multiples contribute to the imaging process and the obtained image is free of spurious events related to these internal multiples. The non-recursive character of Marchenko imaging implies that accumulation of errors is avoided. An important feature is that spurious reflections in a target zone are suppressed (as illustrated in Figure 14), without the need to resolve first the reflection properties of the overburden.

Marchenko imaging also has limitations. The conditions for the validity of the direct-wave assumption need further investigation. Moreover, the medium is assumed to be lossless. For media with small losses it will probably suffice to apply loss corrections to the data prior to Marchenko imaging. However, for media with significant dissipation, more research is required. Losses due to mode conversion are also not covered by the current method. As in standard imaging, evanescent waves are excluded, which limits the spatial resolution. Sampling
issues, both for 2-D and 3-D data, also need further investigation. In its current form our method requires that the reflection response is well sampled at the surface. Particularly for 3-D data this assumption is never fulfilled, hence, our method needs to be modified before it can be applied to realistic 3-D data.

So far we have only considered scalar waves. Representations 11 and 12 can straightforwardly be generalized for vectorial waves, but the derivation of the Marchenko equation for vectorial waves needs further investigation (particularly for elastodynamic waves, with different propagation velocities for P- and S-waves, for which the causality arguments become more complex).

Several other approaches exist that deal with internal multiples (Weglein et al., 1997, 2011; Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997, 2011; Jakubowicz, 1998; Ten Kroode, 2002; Brookes, 2011). Also full wave form inversion deals to a certain extent with internal multiples Virieux and Operto (2009). It remains to be investigated how Marchenko imaging relates to these and other methods.

Despite the open questions, we believe that this work opens a new view on how to use information in internal multiple reflections to improve seismic imaging and monitoring of the Earth’s subsurface at different scales.
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APPENDIX : APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF RELATIONS BETWEEN GREEN’S FUNCTIONS, FOCUSING FUNCTIONS, AND REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION RESPONSES

We derive several relations between Green’s functions, focusing functions, and reflection and transmission responses, using reciprocity theorems in the space-frequency domain.

We define the temporal Fourier transform of a space- and time-dependent function \( p(\mathbf{x}, t) \) as

\[
    p(\mathbf{x}, \omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(\mathbf{x}, t) \exp(-j \omega t) dt,
\]

(A-1)

where \( \omega \) is the angular frequency and \( j \) the imaginary unit (\( j = \sqrt{-1} \)). To keep the notation simple, the same symbol is used for time- and frequency-domain functions (here \( p \)). In the space-frequency domain, we will make use of two reciprocity theorems for one-way wave fields at depth levels \( \partial\Omega_0 \) and \( \partial\Omega_i \), enclosing a lossless medium (see Figures 1 and 2). Following a similar derivation as in Appendix B of Wapenaar and Berkhout (1989), we find the following reciprocity theorems for pressure-normalized one-way wave fields

\[
    - \int_{\partial\Omega_0} \rho^{-1} \{p^+_A(\partial_3 p_B^+) + p^+_A(\partial_3 p_B^-)\} d\mathbf{x}_0 = \int_{\partial\Omega_i} \rho^{-1} \{ (\partial_3 p_B^-) p_B^- + (\partial_3 p_A^-) p_B^+ \} d\mathbf{x}_i,
\]

(A-1)

and

\[
    - \int_{\partial\Omega_0} \rho^{-1} \{ (p_A^+) (\partial_3 p_B^-) + (p_A^+) (\partial_3 p_B^+) \} d\mathbf{x}_0 = \int_{\partial\Omega_i} \rho^{-1} \{ (\partial_3 p_B^-)^* p_B^- + (\partial_3 p_A^-)^* p_B^+ \} d\mathbf{x}_i,
\]

(A-3)

respectively. The asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The subscripts \( A \) and \( B \) refer to two independent acoustic states. The underlying assumptions are that the domain \( \Omega \) between \( \partial\Omega_0 \) and \( \partial\Omega_i \) is source-free, and the medium parameters in this domain are the same in both states. Furthermore, in equation A-3 the evanescent wave fields at \( \partial\Omega_0 \) and \( \partial\Omega_i \) are neglected.

In the frequency domain, equation 3 reads

\[
    \partial_3 G^{\pm}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_0, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_3, \delta} = -\frac{1}{2} j \omega \rho(\mathbf{x}_0^\prime) \delta(\mathbf{x}_1 - \mathbf{x}_1^\prime).
\]

(A-4)

To derive equation 4, substitute \( p_B^- (\mathbf{x}, \omega) = G^{\pm}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{x}_0^\prime, \omega) \) into equation A-2. Moreover, replace \( \partial\Omega_i \) by \( \partial\Omega_m \), where \( \partial\Omega_m \) is a boundary which lies below all inhomogeneities, so that \( p_A^+ (\mathbf{x}_m, \omega) = p_B^- (\mathbf{x}_m, \omega) = 0 \). This gives

\[
    p_A^+(\mathbf{x}_0^\prime, \omega) = \int_{\partial\Omega_0} R^+(\mathbf{x}_0^\prime, \mathbf{x}_0, \omega) p_A^+ (\mathbf{x}_0, \omega) d\mathbf{x}_0,
\]

(A-5)
with
\[
R^i(x'_0, x_0, \omega) = \frac{\partial_3 G^-(x, x'_0, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}}}{\frac{1}{2} j \omega p(x_0)}.
\] (A - 6)

Transforming this back to the time domain gives equation 4.

In the frequency domain, the focusing conditions 6 and 8 read
\[
\partial_3 f_1^+(x, x'_i, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,1}} = \left(\frac{1}{2} j \omega p(x'_i)\right) \delta(x_H - x_H)
\] (A - 7)
and
\[
\partial_3 f_2^+(x, x'_0, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}} = \left(\frac{1}{2} j \omega p(x'_0)\right) \delta(x_H - x_H)
\] (A - 8)
respectively. Substituting \(p_A^+(x, \omega) = f_1^+(x, x'_i, \omega), \ p_A^-(x, \omega) = f_2^+(x, x'_0, \omega)\) and \(\partial_3 p_A^+(x, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,1}} = \partial_3 p_A^-(x, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}} = 0\) into equations A-2 and A-3, using equations A-7 and A-8, gives
\[
f_1^+(x'_0, x'_i, \omega) = f_2^+(x'_i, x'_0, \omega)
\] (A - 9)
and
\[
-\{f_1^+(x'_0, x'_i, \omega)\}^* = f_2^+(x'_i, x'_0, \omega),
\] (A - 10)
respectively. Transforming these expressions back to the time domain yields equations 9 and 10, respectively.

To derive equations 11 and 12, consider the configurations in Figures 1 and 2. The Green’s functions (state B) are defined in the actual medium (Figure 1), whereas the focusing functions (state A) are defined in a reference configuration (Figure 2). Between depth levels \(\partial D_0\) and \(\partial D\), the medium is source-free and the medium parameters are the same in both states, hence, the conditions for reciprocity theorems A-2 and A-3 are satisfied. Substituting \(p_A^+(x, \omega) = f_1^+(x, x'_i, \omega), \ p_B^+(x, \omega) = G^+(x, x'_0, \omega)\) and \(\partial_3 p_A^+(x, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,1}} = 0\) into equations A-2 and A-3, using equations A-4, A-6, A-7 and A-8, yields
\[
\int_{\partial D_0} R^i(x'_0, x_0, \omega)f_1^+(x_0, x'_i, \omega)dx_0 - f_1^+(x'_0, x'_i, \omega) = G^-(x'_i, x'_0, \omega)
\] (A - 11)
and
\[
-\int_{\partial D_0} R^i(x'_0, x_0, \omega)\{f_1^+(x_0, x'_i, \omega)\}^*dx_0 + \{f_1^+(x'_0, x'_i, \omega)\}^* = G^+(x'_i, x'_0, \omega),
\] (A - 12)
respectively. The inverse Fourier transforms of these expressions yield equations 11 and 12, respectively.

For the derivation of equation 15, consider Figure 17. Here \(T(x_i, x''_0, t)\) represents the transmission response of the reference configuration, with \(x''_0\) just above \(\partial D_0\). Analogous to equation A-6, the Fourier transform of the transmission response is related to the Green's function of the reference configuration, according to
\[
T(x_i, x''_0, \omega) = \frac{\partial_3 G^+(x, x''_0, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}}}{\frac{1}{2} j \omega p(x''_0)}.
\] (A - 13)

Substituting \(p_A^+(x_0, \omega) = \delta(x_H - x''_0),\ p_B^+(x, \omega) = T(x_i, x''_0, \omega),\ p_A^-(x, \omega) = 0,\ p_B^-(x, \omega) = f_2^+(x, x''_0, \omega)\) and \(\partial_3 p_B^+(x, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,0}} = 0\) into equation A-2, using equation A-8, gives
\[
\delta(x_H - x''_0) = \int_{\partial D_i} T(x_i, x''_0, \omega)f_2^+(x_i, x''_0, \omega)dx_i,
\] (A - 14)
where the modified transmission response \(T(x_i, x''_0, \omega)\) is given by
\[
T(x_i, x''_0, \omega) = \frac{\partial_3 T(x, x''_0, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,1}}}{\frac{1}{2} j \omega p(x_i)}.
\] (A - 15)
Hence, \(f_2^+(x_i, x''_0, \omega)\) is the inverse of the modified transmission response \(T(x_i, x''_0, \omega)\) in the sense of equation A-14. In the time domain this is formulated by equation 15.

For the derivation of equation 40, we consider the reference configuration of Figure 2b for both states A and B (but with subscripts i replaced by j, and a prime added to x). For state A we choose a Green’s function in the reference configuration, according to \(p_A^+(x', \omega) = G^+(x', x_j, \omega)\). Assuming the source at \(x_j\) is situated just below \(\partial D_j\), we have, analogous to equation A-4,
\[
\partial_j G^-(x', x_j, \omega)|_{x_3 = x_{3,j}} = \frac{1}{2} j \omega p(x_j) \delta(x_H - x_H)
\] (A - 16)
Marchenko imaging
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Figure A1. Transmission response in the reference configuration.

(here \(\partial_3\) stands for \(\partial/\partial x_3\)). For state B we choose the second focusing function, hence \(p_B^+(x', \omega) = f_2^+(x', x_0'', \omega)\). Making these substitutions into equation A-2 (with a prime added to \(x_i\)), taking into account that there are no downgoing waves at \(\partial \Omega_0\), we obtain

\[
f_2^+(x_j, x_0'', \omega) = \int_{\partial \Omega_0} R^\gamma(x_j, x_j', \omega) f_2^+(x_j', x_0'', \omega) dx_j',
\]

(A - 17)

with

\[
R^\gamma(x_j, x_j', \omega) = \frac{\partial \gamma G^+(x', x_j, \omega) |_{x_j' = x_3,i}}{-\frac{1}{2} j \omega \rho(x_j')}.
\]

(A - 18)

Transforming equation A-17 back to the time domain gives equation 40.

**APPENDIX : APPENDIX B: RELATION BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT MARCHENKO EQUATIONS**

Marchenko equation 19 for the coda \(M(x'_i, x''_0, t)\) of the two-way focusing function \(f_2(x'_i, x''_0, t)\) is solved by the iterative scheme of equations 20 and 21. The expression for the \(k\)th iteration can alternatively be written as a series expansion, according to

\[
M_k(x'_i, x''_0, t) = \sum_{l=0}^{k} N_l(x'_i, x''_0, t),
\]

(B - 1)

where

\[
N_l(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = -\int_{\partial \Omega_0} dx_0 \int_{-t_0(x'_i, x_0)}^{t_0(x'_i, x_0)} R^\gamma(x''_0, x_0, t - t') N_{l-1}(x'_i, x_0, t') dt',
\]

(B - 2)

for \(t < t_0(x'_i, x''_0)\), whereas \(N_l(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = 0\) for \(t \geq t_0(x'_i, x''_0)\). The expansion starts with

\[
N_0(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = M_0(x'_i, x''_0, -t).
\]

(B - 3)

The coupled system of Marchenko equations (equations 28 and 29) for \(M^+(x''_0, x'_i, t)\) (the coda of the one-way focusing function \(f_1^+(x''_0, x'_i, t)\)) and \(f^+_1(x''_0, x'_i, t)\) is solved by the iterative scheme of equations 30 – 32. The expressions for the \(m\)th iteration can also be rewritten as series expansions, according to

\[
M_{m+1}^+(x''_0, x'_i, t) = \sum_{l=0}^{m} N_{2l+1}(x''_0, x'_i, t)
\]

(B - 4)

and

\[
-f_{1,m}^-(x'_i, x''_0, -t) = \sum_{l=0}^{m} N_{2l}(x'_i, x''_0, -t),
\]

(B - 5)

respectively, and \(M_{m+1}^+(x''_0, x'_i, t) = 0\). Hence, \(M_{m}^+(x''_0, x'_i, t)\) and \(-f_{1,m}^-(x'_i, x''_0, -t)\) can be simply obtained by selecting the odd and even terms, respectively, of expansion B-1 of the two-way coda \(M_k(x'_i, x''_0, t)\) (to be more specific, \(M_{m}^+\) consists of the odd terms of the expansion of \(M_{k=2m+1}\), whereas the time-reversal of \(-f_{1,m}^\perp\) consists of the even terms of the expansion of \(M_{k=2m}\)).
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